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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. ALTER DATABASE DB1 SET QUERY_SSTORE (QUERY_CAPTURE_MODE All)
GO
B. select *from sys.dm_exec_query_stats
cross apply sys.dm_exec_query_plan (plan_handle)
C. select *from sys.dm_exec_query_stats
D. ALTER DATABASE DB1 SET QUERY_STORE (OPERATION_MODE
READ_WRITE)
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following configuration sequences describes the
setup for "days' supply / receipt days" key figures within the
product view correctly?
Note: The desired result is displayed in the screenshot.
A. Define days' supply types ? Assign supply types to product
master(s) via mass maintenance ? Define product specific key
figures in version management
B. Define days' supply types ? Assign supply types to the
location master ? Define location-specific layout variants of
the product view
C. Define days' supply types ? Set up the layout definition ?
Define the correct product view variants
D. The key figures are predefined ? You can influence the
calculation using the BAdI from function module
/SAPAPO/RRP_CALC_COVERAGE ? Activate the BAdI for the product
view
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
An ArubaOS switch has the routing table shown in the exhibit. A
network administrator then enters this command:
Switch (config) # ip routs 10.0.0.0/8 10.1.104.2
After the administrator enters this command, packets arrive
that are destined for 10.1.8.8 and 10.1.8.13.
What does the switch do with this traffic?
A. It load balances some of the traffic to 10.1.101.1 and some
to 10.1.104.2.
B. It forwards at of the traffic to 10.1.104.2.
C. It forwards all of the traffic to 10.1.101.1.
D. It drops the traffic.
Answer: D
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